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spin-coating,[2,3] two-step interdiffusion,[4] 
dip-coating,[4] inkjet printing,[5,6] and spray 
pyrolysis.[7] These solution-based fabri-
cation methods of perovskite films have 
been used in a variety of devices ranging 
from field-effect transistors,[8] light-emit-
ting devices (LED),[9] photodetectors,[10,11] 
to solar cells.[2–4,12] Although most perov-
skite thin films are fabricated using a salt-
based precursor solution, little effort has 
been dedicated to characterizing the struc-
ture and time-dependent evolution of the 
species present in solution and the impact 
this has on the quality of the resulting 
films. Furthermore, it has been shown 
that additives to the precursor solution can 
impact the nucleation rate, morphology, 
grain size, and crystallinity of the perov-
skite. Additives, such as polymers,[13] small 
molecules,[14,15] metal ions,[16] water,[17] or 
acids,[18–24] can play a vital role in material 
quality, enabling improvements in mate-
rial stability, optoelectronic properties, and 
photovoltaic performance.

Work by Yan et al. characterized the 1:1 
CH3NH3I:PbI2 stoichiometric precursor solution as a colloidal 
dispersion in a mother solution, rather than a pure solution.[25] 
When fabricated on planar substrate, this colloidal solution 
forms films with poor morphology, due to the presence of rod-
shaped colloids comprised of a soft coordination complex in 
the form of a lead polyhalide framework.[25] The authors show 
that the colloid distribution can be tuned by varying the organic 
to inorganic compound ratio in the precursor solution, using 
excess CH3NH3I (MAI) and CH3NH3Cl (MACl). However, 
the authors were unable to remove the 1D PbI2 rod-like struc-
tures in the widely used stoichiometric 1:1 precursor solution. 
Adding excess organic cation to dissolve these colloids may be 
incompatible with recently published mixed-cation perov skites 
that contain both organic and inorganic cations,[26–29] since 
this will alter the precise [HC(NH2)2]+ (formamidinium, FA)  
to Cs ratio, which is required to form the appropriate perov-
skite composition. In addition, FAI has a lower effective vola-
tility than MACl, for instance, and hence excess quantities will  
not be so readily removed. Herein, we address this problem 
by utilizing acidic additives to trigger the dissolution of the 

The meteoric rise of the field of perovskite solar cells has been fueled by the 
ease with which a wide range of high-quality materials can be fabricated via 
simple solution processing methods. However, to date, little effort has been 
devoted to understanding the precursor solutions, and the role of additives 
such as hydrohalic acids upon film crystallization and final optoelectronic 
quality. Here, a direct link between the colloids concentration present in the 
[HC(NH2)2]0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 precursor solution and the nucleation and 
growth stages of the thin film formation is established. Using dynamic light 
scattering analysis, the dissolution of colloids over a time span triggered by 
the addition of hydrohalic acids is monitored. These colloids appear to provide 
nucleation sites for the perovskite crystallization, which critically impacts mor-
phology, crystal quality, and optoelectronic properties. Via 2D X-ray diffraction, 
highly ordered and textured crystals for films prepared from solutions with 
lower colloidal concentrations are observed. This increase in material quality 
allows for a reduction in microstrain along with a twofold increase in charge-
carrier mobilities leading to values exceeding 20 cm2 V−1 s−1. Using a solution 
with an optimized colloidal concentration, devices that reach current–voltage 
measured power conversion efficiency of 18.8% and stabilized efficiency of 
17.9% are fabricated.

Perovskite Solar Cells

In recent years, metal halide perovskite solar cells have gained 
tremendous attention, reaching certified efficiencies of 22.1% 
power conversion efficiency.[1] This rapid success is partly 
due to a versatile solution-based fabrication process which 
allows for a wide range of deposition techniques such as: 
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colloids in the precursor solution. However, 
after the initial incorporation of the acid, 
full dissolution of the colloids occurs over 
a period of tens to hundreds of hours. We 
show that with a fixed concentration of addi-
tional hydrohalic acids, we can transition 
from a colloidal solution to one without any 
large colloids by simply using time as a var-
ying parameter, thus decoupling the observed 
effects from additional coordination of halide 
ions, as recently reported by Pan et al.[22] We 
show that during this time period, the col-
loids in suspension gradually dissolve, criti-
cally impacting the crystallization kinetics of 
the thin films. Thus, we show that the col-
loidal concentration in the precursor solu-
tions plays a significant role in determining 
the variations in morphology, crystallinity, 
texture, and optoelectronic properties of the 
perovskite.

In this work, we focus on the role of 
hydrohalic acids, specifically hydroiodic (HI) 
and hydrobromic (HBr), as additives, when 
incorporated into the mixed-cation lead 
mixed-halide FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite precursor 
solution. Although hydrohalic acids have previously been 
used as additive to precursor solutions to create smoother 
films, improve their surface coverage,[18,22] alter crystal struc-
ture,[21] and even reduce the onset temperature of crystalli-
zation of the all-inorganic CsPbI3 perovskite,[30] there is still 
little understanding of what is driving this behavior. Here, 
using dynamic light scattering (DLS), we link the effect of an 
acid additive to the dissolution of the lead polyhalide colloidal 
framework. We show that by dissolving the colloids over a 
given time period, we can substantially change the nucleation 
and growth dynamics and hence, the final film morphology of 
the mixed-cation lead mixed-halide perovskite system. In turn, 
film quality is improved by increasing grain size, crystallinity, 
and charge-carrier mobilities. However, we observe a trade-off 
between morphology and crystal quality, where films with the 
largest grain size are prone to pinhole formation. Recently, it 
has been shown that improvements in crystallinity and larger 
grain sizes can impact the stability of the perovskite thin 
film.[31,32] Using a precursor solution with an optimized col-
loidal distribution, we fabricated planar heterojunction n-i-p 
perovskite solar cells, demonstrating current–voltage deter-
mined power conversion efficiencies of over 18.8%, and a sta-
bilized efficiency of 17.9%.

Morphology plays a key role in the device performance of 
perovskite solar cells. Poor morphology can lead to the crea-
tion of voids in the perovskite thin film, which will reduce the 
surface coverage of the light-absorbing layer, thus reducing the 
short-circuit (JSC) of the device. More importantly, the pinholes 
will also result in an undesirable contact between the electron 
and hole selective charge extraction layers. This contact area 
between the n and p-type layers creates paths of low resistance 
within the solar cell, thus reducing the shunt resistance (RSH), 
and ultimately reducing the open circuit voltage (VOC) and fill 
factor (FF) of the device. Here, we present a simple and effective 

method of controlling the morphology of the mixed-cation lead 
mixed-halide perovskite by tuning the density of colloids found 
in the precursor solution. We suggest that these lead polyhalide 
colloids, identified as [PbX3]−1, [PbX4]−2, [PbX5]−3, [PbX6]−4 by 
Yan et al.,[25] serve as nucleation centers in the formation of per-
ovskite thin films.

We first show that tuning the distribution of the various col-
loids within the precursor solution impacts the crystallization 
kinetics of the perovskite. We first investigate if the addition 
of hydroiodic (HI) and hydrobromic (HBr) acids to the perov-
skite precursor solution has an impact upon the colloids in 
the solution. Our precursor solution is composed of CsI, FAI, 
PbBr2, and PbI2 in order to obtain a molar ratio of FA:Cs:Br:I 
of 0.83:0.17:0.2:0.8 in DMF (N,N-dimethylformamide) at a  
1.15 molar concentration. To this solution we added HI and 
HBr to obtain a halogen molar ratio of 8:2, resulting in the 
addition of a volume concentration of 81.7 µL mL−1 of HI 
(57 wt% in H2O) and 17.6 µL mL−1 of HBr (48 wt% in H2O). In 
Figure 1A, we show photographs of films coated from precursor 
solutions with various aging times after the addition of the acid, 
after spin-coating and a low-temperature 70 °C drying step in 
a nitrogen atmosphere. We observe a noticeable color change,  
from black to yellow, as a function of time after addition of the 
acids. For solutions without an acidic additive, the films turn 
dark during the spin-coating process, prior to the 70 °C drying 
step, whereas with hydrohalic acid, the as-spun films only show 
a slight color change. We note that this behavior is also observed 
for films prepared with hydrohalic acids without hypophos-
phorous acid (HPA), a reducing agent used as a stabilizer in 
commercial HI solution (Figure S1, Supporting Information). 
In Figure 1B, we show the DLS intensity distribution of these 
precursor solutions after the initial addition of the acid. Over 
the course of time, we see the disappearance of the large hydro-
dynamic micrometer-sizes particle distribution. In Figure 1C, we  
show the ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) absorbance spectra of the 
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Figure 1. Impact of colloids in the precursor solution on the nucleation stage of the  
FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite system. A) A series of photographs of thin films spin-coated 
and dried at 70 °C under nitrogen, prepared with solutions aged in an N2 atmosphere for 
various periods of time after the addition of hydrohalic acid. B) Colloidal hydrodynamic size 
distribution via dynamic light scattering of various perovskite solutions. C) Ultraviolet–visible 
absorbance spectra of corresponding thin films.
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corresponding 70 °C dried thin film. We observe the gradual 
disappearance of the black perovskite absorption onset.

The colloids that are initially present in the stoichiometric 
FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite precursor solution appear to 
slowly dissolve over the course of days after the addition of the 
hydrohalic acids. After the addition of the acids, a noticeable 
increase in solubility can be seen with the naked eye, where the 
solution loses its opaque or “cloudy” appearance and becomes 
a translucent yellow solution. Nevertheless, these clear solu-
tions still display a Tyndall effect (light scattering). It has been 
reported that the measured DLS intensity relates to rod-shaped 
colloids.[25] As we show in Figure S2 (Supporting Information), 
we observe the presence of these nanorods in unheated thin 
films prepared with an acid-free solution, consistent with obser-
vations made by Yan et al. and Bi et al.[25,33] Perovskite films 
fabricated from a solution with a high concentration of colloids 
quickly turn dark in the process of spin-coating, while film 
spun with “colloid-free” solutions remained yellow. Notably, we 
observe similar time-dependence behavior for “cesium-free” 
FAPb(Br0.2I0.8)3 and “formamidinium-free” CsPb(Br0.2I0.8)3 
precursor solutions, suggesting that the colloids are lead poly-
halide colloids (Figure S3, Supporting Information). The col-
loid concentration in the precursor solution can be tuned using 
two methods: by timing the addition of the acid additives, as 
we show in Figure 1, or simply by mixing a fully aged “colloid-
free” solution with a fresh colloidal solution, immediately prior 
to spin-coating, as we show in Figure S4 (Supporting Informa-
tion). We note that at 70 °C in an N2 atmosphere, the colloid-
free films retain their yellow colors for an extended period of 

time, as we show in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). We 
also note that the hydrohalic acids have considerable amount 
of water, ranging from 48 wt% for HBr to 57 wt% for HI. How-
ever, as we show in Figure S6 (Supporting Information), the 
addition of water did not contribute to significant colloid dis-
solution. Furthermore, as we show in Figure S7 (Supporting 
Information), we observe a decrease in scattering behavior of 
the precursor solution, along with a delay in perovskite nucle-
ation, and an increase in grain sizes for films prepared with 
HPA as additive, a nonhalogenated acid, while the addition of 
iodine and bromine do not result in a nucleation delay or larger 
grain sizes. Although the addition of HPA leads to poor film 
morphology for the FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite system, 
this result points toward the proton being the active component 
in hydrohalic acids, rather than the halide anions.

We now focus on our investigation of the subsequent high-
temperature annealed perovskite films, during crystallization, 
in more detail. In Figure 2, we show optical microscopy images 
of the films during their annealing process. We show the full 
video for each concentration in Video S1 (Supporting Infor-
mation). Although in most films we cannot resolve individual 
perovskite crystallites and/or nucleation centers in the optical 
microscopy image, we interpret these images to indicate that 
the density of nucleation sites for crystal growth is reduced, as 
the solution aging time after acid addition is increased. After 
the first nucleation stage, a subsequent stage follows where 
crystal growth occurs. Already in the t = 0 s films, there may 
have been some degree of growth that is resulting in the red/
brown coloration of the films due to the low-temperature 70 °C 
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Figure 2. Growth kinetics of the FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite system with various colloid concentrations. Microscopy images using a 50× magni-
fication of postnucleation thin films heated at 220 °C in an air atmosphere; prepared using precursor solutions aged with an acid for a period of time. 
A–E) Precursor solution aged for 0 h without hydrohalic acids (A), 0 h with the addition of acids (B), 24 (C), 48 (D), and 168 h (E).
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drying step. However, for full crystallization, a high-temperature 
heating process converts all colored films into the black perov-
skite phase. Furthermore, we observe that solutions with higher 
colloidal concentrations result in short growth periods, where 
crystal growth has already largely occurred during the 70 °C 
drying step, and remains relatively unchanged during the high-
temperature (Figure 2A) anneal. However, solutions with lower 
colloidal concentrations allow for a longer crystal growth, where 
the black perovskite phase appears later into the crystal growth 
period (Figure 2C–E). Figure 2A–D shows a dense and uniform 
distribution of growing crystals, resulting in impingement of 
the grains against one another during the growth stage and 
providing a full surface coverage. Although Figure 2E does not 
provide full surface coverage, we observe at t = 45 s the initial 
growth of the black perovskite phase crystals, originating from 
individual seeds. In addition, we show in Figure S8 (Supporting 
Information), a series of photographs showing the variation in 
crystallization rate with respect to the precursor solution.

We now appear to have sufficient information to provide a 
hypothesis about the impact of the addition of the acids, and 
the presence of the colloids upon thin film crystallization. The 
nucleation and growth characteristics of perovskite crystals are 
both affected by the amount and size of nuclei located in the 
precursor solution. We propose that the large colloids, inher-
ently present in the FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite pre-
cursor solution, act as nucleation sites to initiate the perovskite  
formation. Thin films prepared with solutions with high scat-
tering light behavior caused by the colloids undergo rapid 
perov skite crystallization due to the higher nucleation site 
density, while films prepared with precursor solutions that have 
little to no colloids lead to a prolonged crystal growth period 
due to fewer nucleation sites.

From classical nucleation theory, we know that nucleation 
can occur in a heterogeneous or a homogeneous manner.[34] 
In the case of perovskite thin films, nucleation occurs on for-
eign surfaces and/or via nuclei; thus, heterogeneous nuclea-
tion is likely to be the dominant nucleation mechanism. The 
impact of surface energy on morphology, using n and p-type 
layers with various wetting properties, has been discussed by 
Bi et al.[35] However, the free energy barrier for nucleation can 
also be lowered with the introduction, or existence of nuclei 
in the perovskite solution. Let us consider a simplified case 
of heterogeneous nucleation where a solid, spherically shaped 
nucleus, immersed in a liquid, is located on a solid surface. The 
free energy needed for heterogeneous nucleation relates to the 
corresponding free energy change associated with its homo-
geneous nucleation multiplied by a factor relating to interfacial  
tensions γ.[36–38] Since this factor is less than unity, hetero-
geneous systems have a lower free energy change than homo-
geneous systems, and thus a lower nucleation barrier: 

2 cos 1 cos
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G G
θ θ( ) ( )=

+ −
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where θ is the contact angle between the crystalline deposit and 
the foreign solid surface, corresponding to a wetting angle.

Here, by controlling the concentration of lead polyhalide 
colloidal dispersion in the precursor solution, we are effectively 
tuning the interfacial tensions γ between the liquid solution, 

solid colloid, and substrate, thus varying the amount of prefer-
ential sites where heterogeneous nucleation occurs. Therefore, 
even if the colloids are lead polyhalide colloids and not perovs-
kite colloids, we postulate that the colloids offer preferential 
sites for heterogeneous nucleation and are thus acting as nucle-
ation sites during the crystallization. Incidentally, with few het-
erogeneous nucleation sites, polycrystalline film growth occurs 
so sparsely that the growing domains do not fully impinge upon 
each other, and nonuniform films with pinholes are produced.

In Figure 3, we show the impact of the colloidal concentra-
tion on the morphology, grain size, and crystallinity of the per-
ovskite films. In Figure 3A–E, we show the scanning electron 
microcopy (SEM) image of the perovskite films deposited using 
various precursor solutions on fluorinated tin oxide (FTO) sub-
strates. The use of an “acid-free” perovskite solution results in 
a thin film with significant amounts of pinholes and intergran-
ular cracking. The addition of the acids, which triggers the dis-
solution of the colloids over, allows for the growth to commence 
after spinning of the sample. Figure 3A–D shows the increase 
in grain size from ≈100 nm without the addition of the acids 
to several micrometers for colloid-free solutions under identical 
annealing conditions. Figure 3E shows the formation of cube-
like crystal grains with distinguishable facets when annealed 
at a higher temperature, illustrating the compromise between 
grain size and morphology.

By reducing the density of nucleation sites, we can obtain 
larger polycrystalline grain domains with a preferred orienta-
tion. However, we observe a distinct trade-off between the grain 
sizes and pinhole density. Since crystal growth not only occurs 
in the lateral direction but also in the vertical direction, the 
formation of grains above 10 µm in size tends to be accompa-
nied with undesirable pinholes. Hence, the optimal precursor 
solution is one that contains a proper colloids concentration in 
order to provide a pinhole-free film with as large grain mor-
phology as possible. However, it is important to note that this 
ideal balance depends on the surface energy and roughness of 
the n or p-type coated substrate. Therefore, the colloidal distri-
bution of the precursor solution can be adjusted for optimum 
morphology depending on the hydrophobicity of the electron 
or hole accepting layer that the perovskite will crystallize upon.

In order to understand the impact of this control of thin film 
growth upon the crystalline quality of the material, we ana-
lyze the material quality using 2D X-ray diffraction (XRD2). By 
employing image plates or a 2D charged-couple device (CCD) 
array as detector, this allows us to measure complete Debye–
Scherrer cones simultaneously. In contrast to a conventional 
1D XRD diffraction profile, we can directly observe the effects 
of grain size and texture from the 2D diffraction profile. In 
Figure 3F, we show a series of 2D diffraction patterns of thin 
films prepared using various precursor solutions. To perform 
a quantitative analysis, we integrate the intensity along the azi-
muthal angle over the diffraction pattern arising from the (100) 
planes that form a Debye–Scherrer ring at ≈1 Å−1, as we show 
in Figure 3F,G. We observe that thin films prepared from solu-
tions with high colloid concentrations result in little preference 
of orientation, where samples exhibited diffraction rings with 
intensities along the entire arc segment, indicative of fewer 
crystal domains with preferential orientations. From Figure 3G, 
we observe three preferential orientations in the orientation 

Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1607039
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distribution, which are located at β = 180°, 127°, and 233°. 
Apart from the β = 180° peak, the origin of the other two peaks 
can be attributed to the corners of cube-shaped crystallites. Nev-
ertheless, all these peaks exhibit large full-width half maximum 
(FWHM) values, as we show in Figure 3H, indicating the poor 
film crystallinity for thin films prepared with large amount of 
colloids (i.e., without an acid additive). In contrast, we observed 
significant texturing for thin films prepared from solutions with 
low amount of colloids. Due to the extended growth period, 
these thin films exhibit discrete Bragg spots along the identical 
diffraction ring, indicative of crystal domain orientation. The 
texturing trend, which we see in the XRD2, coincides with the 
trend seen in grain sizes we observe via SEM. Films prepared 
with a colloid-free solution and annealed at high temperature, 
result in XRD2 diffraction patterns approaching single crystal-
line quality.

We further assess the impact of the colloids on crystal quality 
by conducting a local strain (microstrain) analysis. Different 
nucleation and crystal growth kinetics of perovskite thin films 
can be responsible for variations in microstrain. These small 
fluctuations in the lattice spacing are induced by the presence of 
crystal imperfections/structural defects including dislocations, 
vacancies, and stacking faults.[39–41] Here, we quantify the effects 
of microstrain in our perovskite films by analyzing the peak 
broadening in the diffraction patterns according to the modified 
Williamson–Hall method.[16,40,42,43] Additional information is 
provided in the Supporting Information. We show in Figure 4A, 
a clear reduction in microstrain as we dissolve the colloids in 

the precursor solution. This allows for a slower crystal growth, 
minimizing the localized strain within the structure.

In order to characterize the charge-carrier mobility in the fully 
crystallized films, we performed optical-pump terahertz-probe 
(OPTP) spectroscopy. In Figure 4B, we show charge-carrier 
mobility of the FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite for thin 
films fabricated with different precursor solutions. We measure 
more than a twofold increase in charge-carrier mobilities for 
films processed from solutions with fewer amounts of colloids, 
from <10 to >20 cm2 V−1 s−1. This coincides with the increase 
in crystallinity and texturing observed in the XRD2 diffraction 
patterns and the reduction in microstrain.

We make a specific note about microstrain: microstrain is 
not a property that is often employed when analyzing perovskite 
absorbers within the perovskite research community. However, 
recently several studies, using different perovskite systems, 
have shown a good correlation between reduced microstrain 
and enhanced optoelectronic properties.[16,43,44] We suggest that 
either microstrain itself, or the crystal defects responsible for 
microstrain, or both are closely related to the defects respon-
sible for negating high optoelectronic quality in these materials. 
Hence, with respect to attempting to realize an ideal perovskite 
semiconductor, minimizing microstrain in the polycrystalline 
thin films is likely to be a good metric to assess, and lead to 
improved optoelectronic quality.

In order to investigate the impact of the differing films in 
complete solar cells, we fabricated a series of planar heterojunc-
tion solar cells using precursor solutions with various colloidal 

Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1607039

Figure 3. Impact of colloids in the precursor solution on morphology and crystal quality. A–E) A series of top-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
images of a fully annealed FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(Br0.2I0.8)3 perovskite thin film prepared with/and without hydrohalic acids, where the solutions were aged for 
various time periods. F) A series of 2D X-ray diffraction patterns of corresponding thin film after full annealing step. G) Normalized (100) diffraction 
peak of corresponding perovskite thin film. H) Azimuthal (β) full-width half maximum (FWHM) of (100) and (200) orientation, along with the peak 
intensity of the (100) and (200) diffraction peak.
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concentrations, the results of which we show in Figure 5A. We 
show the device architecture in Figure 5B, consisting of PCBCB 
[phenyl-C61-butyric acid benzocyclobutene ester], a crosslink-
able fullerene derivative,[45,46] acting as the electron-selective 
layer, FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.8Br0.2)3 as perovskite absorber, and  
Li-TFSI–doped [TFSI, bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide]  

spiro-OMeTAD [2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)- 
9,9′-spirobifluorene] with tBP [4-tert-butylpyridine] additive as 
the hole-collection layer, capped with a gold cathode. The SEM 
cross-section image shows a dense and continuous perovskite 
film with grain sizes of over 2.5 µm. The performance trend is 
in good accordance with morphology, grain size, crystallinity, 

Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1607039

Figure 5. Impact of precursor solution aging time on solar cell device performance. A) Impact of precursor solution aging time on power conversion effi-
ciency. B) Cross-sectional, scanning electron microscope image of a FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.8Br0.2)3 planar heterojunction solar cell prepared with a precursor 
solution aged for 48 h using hydrohalic acids. C) EQE spectrum measured in short-circuit (JSC) configuration and the integrated current density for the 
optimized perovskite solar cell. D) Forward bias to short-circuit I–V curve for the best stabilized perovskite device fabricated, measured at a 0.38 V s−1 
scan rate. The inset figure shows the photocurrent density and power conversion efficiency measured at the maximum power point for a 90 s time span.

Figure 4. Impact of colloids on crystal lattice and optoelectronics properties. A) Calculated microstrain derived from XRD pattern of samples with 
different precursor solution aging conditions. The error bars for each concentration in the plot are determined from the fits in Figure S9 (Supporting 
Information). B) The effective charge-carrier mobilities, corrected for surface coverage, of a range of perovskite films prepared with precursor solution 
with various concentrations of colloids. Error bars indicate the range of values obtained.
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microstrain, and charge-carrier mobilities. We observe that the 
optimum device performance is obtained when the solution is 
aged for ≈2 d. We show in Figure 5C the spectral response of 
a representative FA0.83Cs0.17Pb(I0.8Br0.2)3 perovskite solar cells, 
which yields a current density of 21.5 mA cm−2. As shown in 
Figure 5D, we measured current–density voltage (J–V) character-
istics of one of the highest-performing devices under a simulated 
air mass (AM) 1.5 and 100 mW cm−2 of sunlight. This device 
generated a short-circuit current density (JSC) of 22.1 mA cm−2, 
a FF of 0.8, an open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 1.07 V, and a power 
conversion efficiency of 18.8%. Due to the hysteretic behavior of 
perovskite solar cells, we performed a stabilized efficiency meas-
urement to accurately access the performance of the device. 
By holding the cell at a fixed maximum power point forward-
bias voltage of 0.9 V, we measured the power output over time, 
reaching a stabilized efficiency of 17.9% (Figure 5D). As we 
show in Figure S10 (Supporting Information), this solar cell 
architecture shows stable performance when measured in air for 
30 min without any encapsulation. As we show in Figure S11 
(Supporting Information), the highest scanned power conver-
sion efficiency we measured was 20.8% using a SnO2/PCBM 
(phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester) n-type layer. However, the 
stabilized efficiency of these device with PCBM are lower than 
devices fabricated with a crosslinked PCBCB layer. This is likely 
to be due to the persistent presence of pinholes in the non-
crosslinked PCBM layer, despite the potential efficiency being 
higher. We also show in Figure S12 (Supporting Information) a 
histogram of the performance of over 150 devices.

We have established a relationship between the colloid con-
centration of the precursor solution and the crystal quality and 
morphology of the perovskite thin film. Hydrohalic acids initiate 
the dissolution of the lead polyhalide colloids, which appear to 
act as nucleation sites in the as-cast thin films. We show the clear 
impact of colloids on the crystal nucleation and growth kinetics 
of the mixed-cation lead mixed-halide perovskite system. Here, 
we employed solution aging time as a means to control the size 
and dispersion of colloids in the precursor solution, which leads 
to a surprising increase in the grain size, crystallinity, and texture. 
In turn, this improvement in material quality translated in an 
unexpected twofold increase in charge-carrier mobility to exceed 
20 cm2 V−1 s−1 and a significant reduction in microstrain. These 
gains in material and optoelectronic properties lead to a substan-
tial increase in solar cell devices efficiency, reaching power con-
version efficiency of 18.8% and a stabilized efficiency of 17.9%. 
Further investigation is still needed to identify the mechanisms 
through which the colloidal dissolution occurs. In addition, it will 
likely prove to be advantageous to develop means to overcome the 
trade-off between large grains and uniform pinhole-free films.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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